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Abstract The energy market is undergoing major changes,
the most notable of which is the transition from a hierar-
chical closed system toward a more open one highly based
on a “smart” information-rich infrastructure. This transition
calls for new information and communication technologies
infrastructures and standards to support it. In this paper, we
review the current state of affairs and the actual technologies
withrespecttosuchtransition.Additionally,wehighlightthe
contact points between the needs of the future grid and the
advantages brought by service-oriented architectures.
Keywords Smart Grid · Electricity distribution ·
Service-oriented architectures · Web services
1 Introduction
Service-oriented architectures (SOAs) are a modern way
to build large-scale interoperable dynamic systems, which
have shown their effectiveness in addressing the integration
problem for enterprisers and even enabling the creation of
virtual enterprisers, for example, [34], while energy infra-
structures have evolved into large geographically pervasive
complexsystemformingthebackboneofanycountry.Lately,
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the evolution is gaining momentum and there are signifi-
cant signs of a paradigm shift. The communication between
components in the electrical domain is getting bidirectional
replacing the old model of reading data and using it cen-
trally. Supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA)
systemsaregetting“smarter,”andmoreinformationisavail-
able about grid’s operation. In addition, the old mecha-
nism of estimate and bill customer consumption is declining
whilemakingspacefortheadvancedmeteringinfrastructure
concept.
The change underway is driven, on the one hand, by tech-
nological innovation with, for example, the introduction of
renewable-based generation facilities (both at a large- and
micro-scalelevel)[20]anddistributedpowersources[32],on
the other hand, by the political push to break the monopolies
and unbundle the market (e.g., [10,25]). Recently, another
trendisreceivinggrowingattention,thatis,theconceptsfall-
ing under the name of the Smart Grid. The challenges of the
Smart Grid are addressed by various EU directives, which
emphasizeitsstrategicimportance[15–18],whileothergov-
ernments,liketheUSone,promoteactiveresearchintheﬁeld
with major research programs: cf. the US 4 billions dollars
in Smart Grid technologies and electric transmission infra-
structure.1 In the framework of the Smart Grid, an essential
element is information that the actors of this new approach
to the electricity grid need to exchange with each other to
successfully enable the new Grid functionalities.
In this paper, we study the current situation of the power
grid from an information exchange perspective with partic-
ular attention to service orientation. We see what are the
current contact points between the actual grid and the Smart
Grid approach including overviewing existing standards and
underway standardization processes. We focus in our survey
1 http://www.energy.gov/news/7503.htm.
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on the aspects related to the information exchange between
the players of this new energy paradigm, what type of infor-
mationisexchangedandweprovidehowgapsininformation
exchangecanbeovercomewithaservice-orientedapproach.
We also provide a discussion of the trends toward the Smart
Grid and how SOAs will play an even more important role
in supporting that vision.
The paper is based on our preliminary work on the energy
markets and service technologies [41], our experience in
agent-based interactions with Smart Meter for energy trad-
ing [6] and the study of the current distribution layer of the
Power Grid [42]. The paper is organized as follows, Sect. 2
introduces and gives a general overview of the energy sector.
Section 3 introduces the concept of Smart Grid. The role of
service-oriented architecture (SOA) in the paradigm of the
newGridwiththechallengesarisingaredescribedinSect.4.
Existing and forthcoming standards are presented in Sect. 5.
Section 6 describes the related work on energy and informa-
tion exchange. Section 7 concludes the paper.
2 The electricity sector
The electricity sector forms the critical infrastructure of any
nation. It must be reliable, highly available, and pervasive.
Let us look at how it is currently organized. In the past, and
in some countries still, the electricity sector was dominated
by one player that had a highly vertically integrated business
with all the operations from power generation to electric-
ity distribution, to customer management under a single big
institution.Thecurrenttrendisfortheunbundlingofthesec-
tor: the various operations of the energy company are split
into several independent companies that deal specifically
with one function of the electricity business. Of course, in
this situation, the communication and information exchange
between the companies become extremely important.
Figure 1 provides a simpliﬁed schema of the power grid.
One notices an organization in transmission (extra high and
high voltage) and distribution grid (medium/low voltage).
Energy is mainly produced in large power plant facilities at
the High Voltage level by few authorized actors, while end
users exist mostly at the medium and low voltage. The struc-
tureishighlyhierarchical.Thenewdirectiveswhichpromote
the unbundling of the electricity sector aim at placing more
actorsatthehigherlevelsofthisﬁguretoimproveefﬁciency,
reduce costs, while keeping the same level of service and
reliability.
Theenergysectordoesnotonlyincludethephysicalinfra-
structurewhereenergyisproducedanddistributed,butitalso
includesthedataexchangesthathavetotakeplaceinorderto
manageenergybillingandtrading,and,inaddition,thebusi-
nessinvolvedinthecreationofaddedvaluearounddelivering
of energy, cf. Fig. 2.
Fig. 1 The physical organization of the power grid (Source adapted
from Wikipedia)
– The physical layer is the lowest in the stack and it inter-
acts directly with the electrical apparatus (e.g., trans-
formers, switchgear, relays) that belong to a distribution
substationandpowerplantcontrolequipment.Thephys-
ical layer deals directly with the energy that is produced
andtransferredtotheend-user.Thefundamentalelement
ofthephysicallayeristhePowerGridthatenablesbring-
ing the energy from the source (i.e., power generator) to
the sink (i.e., end-user).
– The data layer spans from the control data used to
supervise and actuate the physical equipment, to all the
interactions necessary to properly govern the different
systems involved in production, transmission and dis-
tribution of energy. To enable remote operations on the
physicalequipmentandinteractionsbetweenthevarious
components of the Grid (e.g., sensors and actuators) and
also to ease the management between different substa-
tions, International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC)
has deﬁned some standard intercommunication proto-
cols (i.e., IEC-61850, IEC-61968, IEC-61970, these
standards are illustrated in more detail in Sect. 5). In
ordertogetthebeneﬁtfromthisdata,theresultinginfor-
mation has to be shared not only inside the company,
but with all the stakeholders that need it, thus creating
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Fig. 2 Information exchange across layers
a ﬂow of information inside and outside the company;
to achieve this objective, standardization techniques in a
multi-player environment are required.
– The Business layer is formed by information, oppor-
tunely aggregated or transformed, coming from the data
layer. Therefore, it is a key element for running the busi-
ness of electricity. It can be used to measure company
performances through key performance indicators, to
create new business models to make important forecasts
for future energy trading opportunities and needs. This
information is critical to allow the proper operation life-
cycleofthecompanyandisfrequentlymanagedthrough
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems. In addi-
tion, for risk management and market monitoring pur-
poses, Energy Trading and Risk Management (ETRM)
systems are essential. Moreover, data coming from the
metering operations are necessary to provide billing ser-
vices to customers, these data are often used to populate
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) systems.
2.1 Stakeholders and ﬂows
In the energy sector, one can recognize the following main
functions: power generation, grid management, energy sup-
ply,metering,andbilling.Inthepast,allthesefunctionswere
bundledintoonemonopolisticcompanyusuallystateowned.
Today, the functions are separate and, in the most advanced
case, there is competition among more companies providing
the same functionality.
Inside such vertical markets, there are three major ﬂows:
an energy, data, and ﬁnancial ﬂows. The peculiarity of the
energy ﬂow is that there must always be a balance between
energy supply and demand on the network. This entails the
need for a complex control systems that, based on physical
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properties of the grid and distributed sensors, guide energy
producers and grid operators to keep the whole systems in
balance (e.g., by having a power generation facility kicking
in whenever the frequency characterizing the power network
goes below a certain value). This is based on special-pur-
pose systems, known as supervisory control and data acqui-
sition and energy management system (EMS), that interface
directly with sensors and controllers of the power plants and
power grid.
The data ﬂow involves various actors: metering and bill-
ing (suppliers and end users), provisioning based on demand
and forecast (supplier), routing the appropriate energy along
the correct paths and control energy production according to
forecast and need (producer and grid operator).
The ﬁnancial ﬂow consists of the money ﬂows that all the
actors described above move thanks to the added value pro-
videdtotheenduser.Thiseconomicsideiscloselyconnected
totheinformationﬂowsinceitisbasedontheinformationthe
actors collect (e.g., metering and energy orders received on
the market), while is very poorly related to the actual energy
ﬂow,thatis,onedoesnotnecessarilypayfortheelectronthat
he is consuming, but simply for an electron that is produced
somewhere to balance his need.
2.2 Short-, medium-, and long-term markets
A key characteristic of the power grid is the inefﬁciency in,
andalsoeconomicdisadvantageof,storingenergyatanyrea-
sonably large scale. This, with the additional requirement of
havinganalwaysin-balancegrid,callstheneedforreal-time
control of the grid and trustworthy provisioning. Forecasting
atdifferenttimegranularitiesbecomes thencrucialtodrivea
constant energy negotiation. Energy negotiation is dynamic
and with different timescales at the wholesale level [12]( o n
the other hand, end users make contracts with ﬁxed usage
upper bounds) and calls for having the following types of
markets.
– Long-term market: producers and suppliers hedge their
energy needs for the long term (e.g., buy or sell energy
in long term future contracts). These contracts may be
physical or purely ﬁnancial. The time-frame granularity
is the day.
– Aday-by-daymarket(knownasday-aheadmarket):pro-
ducers and suppliers adapt their consumption to opera-
tional needs (e.g., maintenance, shifts and predictable
ﬂuctuations of workload/consumption), by buying/sell-
ing energy on a day to day basis. This can be done in
a spot market, through brokers or without middlemen
with bilateral agreements. The market closes before the
production and consumption take place, usually 24 h in
advance. At that time, all buyers and sellers must report
to the Grid operator the quantities they have bought or
sold. The time-frame granularity is the hour.
– Areal-timemarket:producersandsupplierstradeenergy
tobalancetheirrealconsumption,sinceestimationsdone
days before might be incorrect or because of unexpected
circumstances. If a transaction helps tobalance the Grid,
the price of the energy at wholesale level can go even
tenfold over the normal market price (balancing bonus),
on the other hand if it brings more imbalance, a negative
price can be applied and be very high (balancing ﬁne).
The time-frame granularity are the minutes.
3 The Smart Grid
The Smart Grid is an overloaded term used to indicate
the evolution the Power Grid is undergoing. According to
Wikipedia,2 the Smart Grid is such when two-way digital
communication is in place and consumer’s appliances can
cooperate with the Grid. For the National Institute of Stan-
dards and Technology (NIST),3 it “delivers electricity efﬁ-
ciently, reliably, and securely,” thanks to “a two-way, digital,
interoperablenationalnetwork.”Manymoredefinitionsexist
andprovethattheSmartGridisnotonesinglesharedconcept
butrather,asdiscussedinthereportissuedbytheDepartment
of Engineering and Public Policy of Carnegie Mellon Uni-
versity [36], a set of views depending on the actor involved
in the grid. In particular, the beneﬁts for each actor include:
–T h e customercanbeneﬁtfromreal-timetariffsthatreally
reﬂect the price of electricity, react with his loads based
on the tariffs and receive information directly from the
meter about his consumption and costs.
–T h e distribution companies can have a higher level of
automation to manage critical situations and a more
selectivewayofsheddingload(e.g.,basedontheimpor-
tanceoftheserviceprovided:hospitalsorpolicestations
might be the last to be removed from the network due
to their social and safety importance). For distribution
companies Smart Grid also enables scenarios to man-
age easier integration (or enable islanding of subsets of
the Gridduring emergencies) of moredistributedenergy
generation facilities in the low level Grid.
–T h e generating and transmission companies can beneﬁt
fromamore“computerized”Gridwithmoreinformation
and data about critical Grid measures (e.g., network’s
voltage phase). Having more information enables more
automaticanddistributeddecision-makingevenfarfrom
the control center, thus optimizing the Grid operations.
2 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smart_Grid.
3 http://www.nist.gov/smartGrid/faq.cfm.
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Fig. 3 Smart Grid framework (Source NIST)
The many actors and their domains involved in the Smart
Grid landscape are presented in Fig. 3 according to the view
of NIST [40]. The main elements that appear in the ﬁgure
are the presence of several actors (in accordance with the
unbundling tendencies of the sector) and many communi-
cations ﬂows, while the electrical ﬂow follows mainly a
top–down stream from the power plants to the end user. In
particular, the role of each actor can be synthesized as:
– Bulk generation: Bulk generation represents the energy
generation companies that have to control and actu-
ate the power plants (therefore the interaction with the
operations actor). Naturally the amount of energy gen-
erated has to satisfy the contracts agreed on the market;
thereforetheinformationexchangewiththemarketactor.
– Transmission: Transmission represents the actor that
has to provide the energy generated from the power
plants to the whole Power Grid. The amount of energy
transferred between certain points has then to be
accountedonthemarkettocompletetheclearingofeven-
tual unbalanced positions (e.g., due to incorrect forecast
and energy purchase by market participants).
– Distribution: Distribution is the last part of the elec-
tricity Grid that provides energy to the end customer.
The interaction with the customer is more rich in the
Smart Grid framework than the traditional energy busi-
ness since an energy and information ﬂow might be
received by the distributed generation facilities at cus-
tomer level.
– Customer:Thecustomerrepresentsthenewend-userof
theSmartGrid.Hehasenhancedcapabilitiesthanthetra-
ditional “passive” energy customer. His interaction with
the electricity Grid at distribution level is in fact bidi-
rectional (i.e., he can also give his own-produced elec-
tricity to the Grid). A key element at customer level is
the presence of intelligent home equipment (i.e., smart
appliances) that need to interact with energy operation
services in order to guarantee proper work of Demand-
Responsefunctionalities(i.e.,tariffchangesbasedonthe
Grid balance conditions) of the Smart Grid.
– ServiceProvider:Thisisoneoftherolesofatraditional
energy company or it can be a new business opportu-
nity provided by the Smart Grid. It essentially consists
of traditional aspects such as maintenance, billing and
customer service interactions with the end-user. At the
same time new opportunities for home/building energy
management and optimization arise.
– Operations: This is the most critical role of the elec-
trical system since it guarantees its proper functioning:
balance between demand and supply and quality of the
delivered electricity. It is a role already key and essen-
tialinthetraditionalelectricitysystemprovidingcontrol
and actuation on the various elements of the power sys-
tem. Therefore it is not surprising that this function is
connected with every other actor and sub-domain.
– Markets: Markets represent the actor that organizes and
managestheenergyexchangeatﬁnanciallevel.Themar-
ket has to be aware of detailed information about the
quantitiesofenergyactuallyﬂowedfromcertainproduc-
ing companies, transmission and distribution (therefore
the connection with all these actors and operations too)
lines. It also registers offers and bids from the energy
provider companies. In the future the end-user too, or a
cooperative of users, might be able to interact with the
market and directly buy/sell energy at this level.
An extended version of the NIST framework is shown in
Fig.4wheretheinteractionsbetweenthedifferentnetworked
subsystems are represented. The intricate picture gives, ﬁrst
ofall,animpressionofthemanydifferentnetworks,systems,
and complexity of the information exchange.
The element that appears in virtually all definitions of
Smart Grid is having, in parallel with the energy ﬂow, an
information ﬂow that enables advanced functionalities both
for the Grid operators and for the end users. A synthesis can
be obtained from the U.S. Department of Energy ([38,39])
thatprovidesthefollowingrequirementsforthegridthatcan
be achieved with the appropriate information exchange:
– to diagnose itself and take appropriate action in case of
faults,
– to become more resistant to willing and unwilling
attacks,
– tosatisfytheuserswithanimprovedpowerqualitymeet-
ing their needs and expectations,
– to be ready to integrate different source of power gener-
ation, and
– to give the end-users the possibility to interact and
respondtoelectricitypricesignalsinadistributedenergy
market.
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Fig. 4 NIST conceptual reference diagram for Smart Grid information networks (Source NIST)
4 Open grids via SOAs
The vision of the future Smart Grid, however deﬁned, will
bring unbundling of energy markets, appearance of renew-
able generating facilities at all scale levels, the standardiza-
tion of the control elements of the power grid, the diffusion
of digital/data prone Smart Meters, and especially two-way
communication among end users and the grid. This will be a
reality only if there are infrastructures that can support it.
4.1 Smart Grid challenges
A number of challenges need to be addressed for building
such a grid. We identify the following ones as the key issues
to be solved at the software level.
– Interoperation. The number of actors populating the
energy market is constantly increasing and their capa-
bilities as well. There is a strong need to have standards
for interoperation at all levels (not only the control layer
of the Grid). Furthermore, standards tend to cover the
syntactic part of the interoperation, while the semantics
of the message exchange is scarcely addressed.
– Scalability. The increase of actors also involves sca-
lability issues. If millions of micro energy producers
start trading micro-quantities of energy, there must be
an appropriate infrastructure to manage this, possibly
real-time, information exchange.
– Discovery. If the actors increase and more entities can
take on the same role, one may think of discovering ser-
vicesontheﬂy.Theideaofsigninganyearlycontractfor
a home, may be too limiting and one may want to switch
energy supplier on a much shorter time frame. Further-
more, if anybody can be a supplier, then one may want
to ﬁnd a provider in the moment the energy is needed.
– Mobility. In the future, Grid energy consumers, and also
producers, may be mobile on the Grid. Cars will be
electric, but may also have energy producing and stor-
ing facilities (e.g., a solar cell roof, fuel cells powered
engine). The mobile elements need to interact with the
Power Grid in a transparent way.
– Resilience to failure and trust. The electrical power
Grid is a critical infrastructure. A key performance indi-
cator of the current energy distributors is the down time
thatshouldnotexceedthefewhoursperyear.Whenmov-
ingtoanopenSmartGridthedeliveryofenergymustnot
decrease in quality. This requires having a trust mech-
anism among the various players. It may also require
having reliable forecasting of generation and use.
– Service integration and composition. The physical
layer, the data layer and the business layer will have to
interact more closely. In fact, any node which produces
energy needs to interact with control/actuation part of
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theGridandgetpaidfortheenergyproduced;thegener-
ation might be a part of a larger business process relying
on the energy (e.g., one could drive an electric car while
lodging at a motel, plug it into the Grid and use the car
generated electricity to pay part of the bill [52]).
– Topology. The current infrastructure is highly hierarchi-
cal,notonlyinthephysicalinfrastructure,butalsointhe
information systems that manage the electricity system.
Very few large energy producers and backbone owners
exist, with few systems that control the plants and the
transmission network highly centralized. But the new
vision of the open Grid demands for a ﬂat peer-to-peer
networkinwhichallactorsareproducersandconsumers
of energy, data and services.
– Smart Meters. The Smart Meter is likely to become
the “energy gateway” of the house with more and more
functionalitiesandembeddedintelligence.SmartMeters
might work as automatic bidder on the energy market
knowing family energy usage and production patterns
together with estimation methods based on past usage
and environmental forecasts (e.g., future weather condi-
tions).
– Real-time. Energy related operation such as control,
actuation, distribution and trading have very strict time-
dependent constraints to satisfy. All the players in the
next generation Grid must interact following real-time
commitments to provide and receive an energy service
with the proper quality.
4.2 SOA supporting the Smart Grid
Interestingly, the just listed challenges have a natural coun-
terpartintheservice-orientedarchitectures.Thesehavebeen
traditionally built to address interoperability and scalabili-
ty issues for the integration problem of enterprise informa-
tionsystems (e.g.,[8,44–46])or tosupport businessprocess,
especially across companies borders. Here, we take a dif-
ferent look and consider how SOAs are appropriate for the
SmartGridandlookatthechallengesjustintroducedthrough
the glasses of service orientation.
– Interoperation. Web services are a technology to
build Service-Oriented Architectures and address the
problem of interoperation being standardized eXten-
sible Markup Language (XML) protocols to describe
messages, remote operations and coordination among
loosely coupled entities, e.g., [31]. These are already
entering the energy sector as described in Sect. 6.1.
– Scalability. The basic SOA pattern: publish–ﬁnd–bind
allows to decouple service consumers from producers
and to substitute, even at run-time, one component for
another one. The communication, most often asynchro-
nous, provides all the ingredients for a highly scalable
infrastructure.Examplesofwhichhavealreadyappeared
in the area of eBusiness.
– Discovery. Discovery is one of the basic ingredients of a
SOA. It needs to support the publish and ﬁnd operations
andisusuallybasedonregistries,butcanalsoberealized
with ﬂooding models.
– Mobility. A SOA supports actor loosely coupling and
behaviorbasedbinding,thereforethemobilityoftheele-
ments is easily supported, e.g., [1].
– Resiliencetofailureandtrust.Protocolsexisttoenable
aWebservicebasedSOAwithtrust,privacyandsecurity
support. This can provide the basic for a secure infra-
structure. Reliability will also have to be pursued with
appropriateenergytechnologywhichisbeyondtheSOA.
– Service integration and composition. Service integra-
tion and composition is the key added value of a SOA
and many examples exist on methodologies to support
this, e.g., [2,5,7,14,30].
– Topology. SOAs support any kind of topology. The hier-
archical client-server one is less common, but can be
realized. The P2P topology is most often the one real-
ized.
– Smart Meters. In the SOA paradigm the Smart Meter
is basically a service provider and a service consumer
at the same time. It invokes other services to interact on
the market and also provides services to other market
participants interested in energy purchase. It also inter-
acts in a service-oriented fashion with intelligent home
appliances that require energy at a certain time.
– Real-time.Solutionsareavailabletointroduceenhance-
ments to SOA paradigm in order to provide an appropri-
ate quality of service and satisfy real-time constraints,
e.g., [43,51].
4.3 Discussion
The Smart Grid is thus amenable to be supported by SOAs,
though there are some differences with traditional SOA
approaches. Table 1 shows the main points of contact and
dissimilarity between the traditional SOAs and those for the
energy sector. A natural common point is the use of SOA
technologies for integrating heterogeneous systems, thus
enabling their interoperability. Beyond this common feature,
several differences lay that must be taken into account when
dealingwithenergysystems.TraditionalSOAismainlyused
in the business process domain managing complex supply
chainandinteractionsbetweenamultiplicityofactorswhose
applicationsareusuallytriggeredbyspeciﬁcevents.Usually,
the paradigm of these interactions is asynchronous. On the
otherhand,theSOAforenergyapplicationsmusttacklesome
peculiarities of this type of business and systems. First of
all, the requirements for real-time interactions between the
various subsystems and components of the energy-related
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Table 1 Similarities and differences between traditional SOA and
energy-oriented SOA
information and communication technology (ICT) involve
SCADA and EMS systems and low level electric applica-
tions embedded systems. Being these systems highly impor-
tant and mission critical, real-time constraints together with
fault tolerance, security, and trust mechanisms in the service
provisioning are essential requirements that a SOA for the
electricity sector needs to satisfy. An interaction with non-
strictly related energy systems such as CRM and ERP is also
required to have a complete interoperability picture.
AnotherissuethatiscentralinenablingtheSOAsolutions
for the Smart Grid is of course an appropriate communica-
tion infrastructure. It is not the focus of the present work,
but it is worth to mentioning the adaptation required by the
telecommunication/telecontrol infrastructure to support the
enhanced amount of information data and control signaling
that the Smart Grid requires [54]. The telecommunication
aspects and its infrastructure must not be taken for granted,
sincetheyfoundthebasistobuildmorecomplexservice-ori-
ented software layers on top.
5 Standardization for Smart Grid SOA
One of the success factors of SOAs has been the availability
and wide adoption of standard languages for interoperation.
The XML-based set of languages and standards known as
web services have been paramount for the movement of ser-
vice orientation [44]. Similarly, the Smart Grid needs com-
mon standards and frameworks. To see where information
ﬂows and where standardization is mostly needed, let takes
again the NIST Smart Grid vision, Fig. 4, and highlights
the key points. Figure 5 considers the actors and the subnet-
works highlighted by NIST’s framework and shows where
the different standards apply. The different actors communi-
cate together through different networks (clouds in the ﬁg-
ure) and each line of communication has (or should have) its
set of rules to exchange information. Each symbol on top of
thecommunicationlinesbetweentheactorscharacterizesthe
standards that are used in the speciﬁc communication. From
the ﬁgure, we see that the IEC standards basically monop-
olize the information exchange between the power systems
and the information systems that control them and enable
theoperationsforproduction,transmission,anddistribution.
These IEC standards for interaction with power equipment
are considered by NIST as the “foundational standards”4 for
Smart Grid interoperability. On the other hand, the standard-
ization is not so clear in the interactions with the market:
here, there is more heterogeneity and, although the interac-
tion happens through the Internet, there is not yet a unique
way for energy producers, control center operators and trad-
ers on the market to speak a common uniﬁed worldwide lan-
guage. Closer to the end user, you see a new energy-related
network known as Energy Home Area Network that is inside
user’s premise and enables information exchange between
smart appliances and energy-aware home equipment; efforts
are present to deﬁne a common language for communica-
tion even at this level. At the moment, we see some empty
lines of communication or some attempts for technologies
that do not have a complete agreed standard. In particular,
the interaction between the customer and the energy service
provider for energy metering or demand–response-enabled
equipment control has no clear and complete definition yet.
A ﬁrst effort is the Organization for the Advancement of
Structured Information Standards (OASIS) Energy Market
Information Exchange (eMIX), which can be applied for
demand–response interactions only. The same appears in
general in the interaction between the energy service pro-
vider and the operation control of the electrical system for
which ageneric interaction through anenterprise servicebus
is considered.
5.1 International Electrotechnical Commission
The International Electrotechnical Commission has realized
an important standardization effort for data and control pro-
tocols for the energy generating assets, the transmission, and
distribution grids. In particular, the IEC Technical Commit-
tee57hasprovidedseveralinputstothisinteroperationchal-
lenge between energy operation equipments. Here, we want
to highlight the main aspects of the standards and their use
and not analyze every single small detail of each one.
IEC has developed a standard called IEC-61850 that aims
atobtainingahighlevelofautomationatelectricalsubstation
level. It deﬁnes the protocols and data types for the commu-
nicationbetweenintelligentelectronicdevices(IED)usually
4 http://www.nist.gov/smartgrid/grid_20101013.cfm.
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Fig. 5 Information exchange standards in Smart Grid domain
inside a distribution substation. Moreover, it details the data
type to exchange with the control station where the distribu-
tion management system (DMS) is located to properly inter-
act with the devices. In order to manage several substations
containing different electrical apparatus, also coming from
disparate vendors, IEC has developed IEC-61968 standard
as an inter-application standard. The purpose is to let the
different applications that govern the substations, or part of
the contained apparatus, interact with each other at a higher
level (i.e., at the software level) and then provide the appro-
priate control/actuation to the intended substations on the
ﬁeld. Regarding this, standard IEC explicitly states:
IEC 61968 is intended to be implemented with mid-
dleware services that broker messages among applica-
tions, and will complement, but not replace utility data
warehouses,databasegateways,andoperationalstores.
TheIEC-61970isanotherstandardbridgingthegapbetween
the physical layer and the higher levels. This standard is
intended to deal with the operations of transmission sys-
tems (e.g., transmission grid), the power generation stations,
the interaction with supervisory control and data acquisi-
tion and energy management system. The two latter systems
are the key to operate energy production and transmission.
The goal of IEC-61970 is to give guidelines for an Energy
Management Systems Application Programming Interface
(EMS-API) to enable different applications inside both the
energy production control center and transmission control
center to interact with each other. This standard is the most
broad in its application and that is why it spans across sev-
eral types of equipments and also different sub-domains of
the Smart Grid framework adopt it. IEC-61970 has deﬁned a
set of packages containing all the objects that are relevant in
the electrical energy business through the common informa-
tionmodel(CIM)andtheinterfacestobeusedforinteraction
through the component interface speciﬁcations (CIS).
5.2 Web services
Web service technologies have been proposed as the glue
for connecting the physical layer and the upper business
layer[21,33,35]thoughonlyasanXMLprotocolforremote
invocation and not taking full advantage of the service-
oriented architecture paradigm. In a similar direction, the
current standardization effort IEC-61970—Part 502-8: Web
Services Proﬁle for 61970—will standardize the operations
and interaction between the component systems involved in
IEC-61970 through web services. At the moment, there is
no guideline; therefore, to build an architecture based on this
standard, it is necessary to follow the information given in
other parts of IEC-61970 (especially CIM and CIS speciﬁ-
cations) toidentify the services needed and implement them.
It is also worth mentioning the IEC-62325 standard aims at
establish a “framework for energy market communications”
toeasetheinteraction between thedifferent entitiesinvolved
intheenergymarkets.Thislaststandardisbasedontheuseof
XML in particular the e-business version of XML known as
electronic business eXtensible Markup Language (ebXML)
since the focus is entirely on e-business between the differ-
entcompaniesinvolved.Moreover,theIECisconsideringthe
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dedication of a speciﬁc part of the standard to web services
to be used for all energy interactions.
The majority of standards in this set can be considered as
the legacy heritage that the Smart Grid has to use in order
to beneﬁt from traditional energy generation facilities and
grid operations. In the spirit of the new grid which envi-
sions more distributed energy generating plants, especially
atthedistributionlevelandatenduserlevel,IEEEhasdevel-
oped the 1547.3 standard. The main aim of this standard is
to guide how to monitor, exchange information, and control
data between distributed energy resource control equipment
and distribution companies. It is interesting to notice that
the information exchange model approved by the standard
requires an “information exchange agreement” in which the
communicating parties provide the services they are able to
satisfy; in addition, the format of the messages is agreed and
a common knowledge base (i.e., ontology) for the messages
is required.
Moving closer to the end user domain in addition to the
standard just described for the interaction with distributed
energy resources, the user has also smart equipment that
interacts with the Smart Grid. In particular, appliances in
the smart house must be able to react to demand–response
signals from the grid and also interact with each other or
with a house energy coordinator. There are several protocols
and standards in this sub-domain (e.g., ClimateTalk, Open-
HAN); however, one of the most complete and up-to-date
at the moment of writing is Zigbee Smart Energy V2.0. An
interesting feature of Zigbee Smart Energy V2.0 is the com-
pliance and use of CIM models developed by IEC-61968,
61970, and 61850.
5.3 Market standardization
Ifwemoveonestephigherandlookatthemarketfornegoti-
ating energy, the situation is less systematized. In Appendix,
we provide an overview of the current situation of energy
markets in G6 countries. Here, we consider the ﬁve most
common situations, it is then up to the energy market partic-
ipant and the markets he interacts with to use one of these or
a combination of them.
Withmarketdeﬁnedenergytradingmechanisms,themar-
ket operator speciﬁes the rules and mechanisms to inter-
act with the market. These mechanisms might not be fully
automated and might require manual operations (e.g., ﬁlling
forms, clicking buttons, or uploading ﬁles).
With commercial Energy Trading and Resource Manage-
ment to interact with different markets, solutions available
from commercial software companies are used to realize
energy trading on several markets from a unique platform.
The software is a customized application that is able to inter-
act with some markets at the same time (energy trading fea-
tures) and also with the back-end operations of an energy
company (resource management features).
With a customized application, it is possible to interface
the speciﬁc services (if any) the market provides for trad-
ing participants. Of course, each market, at least those ana-
lyzed in Appendix, has its speciﬁc format for information
exchange.
The IEC-62325 standard is still underway at the time of
writing. Its aim is to ﬁll the gap that a global energy trad-
ing market faces at the moment. Although recognizing the
differencesandpeculiaritiesofeachenergymarket,thestan-
dardwantstosetanenergymarketspeciﬁcmessagingproﬁle
basedontheISO15000series,whichspeciﬁestheelectronic
business extensible markup language. The standard in addi-
tion to XML-based technologies envisions also web service
technologies (IEC-62325-6xx standard series).
The OASIS Energy Market Information Exchange is a
standardization effort to have a common way to exchange
market information data. This effort, guided by the Organi-
zation for the Advancement of Structured Information Stan-
dards,aimsatgivingtheguidelinesforinformationexchange
related to prices an tariffs to be used for energy negotiation
on the market. The standard can be applied both in the cus-
tomer/retail market and the wholesale market. In fact, it is
general enough and at the same time provides enough infor-
mationtomanagecomplexforwardcontractsbetweenenergy
producers, for example. In addition, the work of eMIX tech-
nical committee merges into the effort NIST is putting in
developing a common speciﬁcation for energy pricing and
product definition information exchange.
5.4 Discussion
Analyzing Fig. 5 one notices that not every information
exchangeisspeciﬁedbyastandard.Thetechnicalandenergy
operation-oriented aspects are well standardized through the
several IEC protocols. On the other hand, some gaps and
limits are present in other parts of the Smart Grid landscape.
The interaction with the energy trading markets is not yet
fully standardized. This is in part due to the different reg-
ulations that are present in different countries and also to
the general limited number of participants that are allowed
to participate in the energy trading market. This might be
considered a heritage from the past where the players were
a very limited number and the need for interoperability was
limited as well. Currently, the issue is addressed by IEC with
the IEC-62325 standardization process. At the same time,
another effort in giving a common mechanism to exchange
energy prices and contracts information is underway by the
OASIS eMIX speciﬁcations. This lack of unique common
method of access has been exploited by commercial compa-
nies that have developed different products to enable their
users to trade energy on some energy markets.
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Anotherevidentlimitisintheinteractionwiththeenduser.
Atthemoment,therearenocompletestandardstoenablethe
fullinteractionwiththeenduseranditsequipmentbothwith
his energy generating resources and with smart appliances
(e.g., meter reading, demand–response functionalities or
assessingenergyproductionathouselevel).Closertotheend
user, in the home area network, the interoperation of devices
is achieved by generic standards such as Zigbee, while the
IEEE 1547.3 standard addresses the issue of information
interaction with distributed renewable generation plants. For
pricing matters in the demand–response paradigm, OASIS
eMIX can be applied in the tariff exchange between the end
user and the energy provider or energy market.
Finally, the interaction between the actors that need to
share business level information such as energy consumed
by users, maintenance completion at customer side, changes
in the grid properties performed on the ﬁeld by maintenance
personnel appear to have no speciﬁc support. The reason
appears to be in the “local agreement” for company-by-
company integration. The enterprise service bus [8] idea is
applicable using protocols and techniques known from other
domains, but perhaps there is space for a speciﬁc standardi-
zation effort.
6 Related work
Theliteratureontheenergysectorisbroadandtouchesmany
disciplines. Here, we provide a survey of the most relevant
researcheffortswithrespecttothevisionofanopengridand
its relation with SOAs.
6.1 Energy architectures
The need for the integration of the various actors and the
corresponding information systems is something that is not
new and that has been under consideration since the ﬁrst
signals and attempts to unbundle the energy sector. Back in
1995, Dahlfords et al. [13] exposed the necessity of having a
dynamic and ﬂexible information system. They foresaw the
need of companies to be able to interact with many more
players than they were traditionally working with. The sug-
gestion that appeared more than 15 years ago to have a two-
way communication interaction with the metering apparatus
along the grid is still very current, since it is one of the key
aspects of the modern concept of the Smart Grid. Notice-
able is the vision stated in the paper: “The energy market
changes from a Producer push-market t oaC u s t o m e rpull-
market,” which today we could update with what we could
call a Prosumer5 pull-push-market.
5 Thetermprosumerreferstoanend-userthathastheabilitytoproduce
his own energy and also to consume energy produced by others.
The same integration theme is highlighted by Becker et
al. [4]. They stress the need for ﬂexible and shared infor-
mation systems to let the utilities operate more efﬁciently
in the new deregulated energy landscape. The integration is
not something new according to the authors, but previous
attempts in the energy sector were not at all handy. In fact,
sometimes the integration were made manually or made in a
time-consuming way such as point-to-point techniques that
require great efforts. The solution they mention, which has
also become part of standards such as IEC-61970, is to use
the common information model representation for devices
and objects in the energy domain and use a generic interface
definition (GID) to expose the APIs that can be accessed.
The solution proposed for the integration of loosely coupled
applications (e.g., ERP, SCADA, CRM, EMS, and energy
trading) is based on a message-oriented middleware and a
message broker that together enable the creation of a mes-
sagebusinwhichtheapplicationssendandreceivedata;this
can be seen as a predecessor of modern SOAs. An added
value is given by self-describing messages for instance those
encoded using XML language.
The data integration issue between the various actors and
the beneﬁt obtained by the adoption of SOA are addressed
in [28]. An implementation of a web service SOA for the
EMS/SCADA systems based on top of IEC standards gives
several advantages combining the power system-oriented
aspects (IEC deﬁned) and the ﬂexibility and the spread of
web services that provide easier integration with other com-
panies, reuse of existing infrastructure and smooth develop-
ment of the web service environment [21,33,35]. Another
use of web service technology is to work as the communica-
tion layer to enable the interaction between all the real-time
agents that at different levels are present in the components
of a modular and scalable architecture [37]. This design is
suitable for the vision of a Smart Grid composed of a huge
quantity of devices communicating electricity-related data
through the Internet.
Althoughalltheseworksareinterestingandpointoutspe-
ciﬁc aspects of the interaction between energy systems, they
tend to miss the vision and the evolution that might arise
with a Smart Grid infrastructure. In fact, SOA in these works
tend to focus on data integration inside a company or enable
interoperability between different companies in the energy
business value chain, but no one points out SOA character-
istics for the incoming next-generation grid.
6.2 System interactions in the energy market
Theﬁnancialaspectsofanunbundledenergymarketandtheir
relation to technology have also attracted research attention,
for example, [49]. Other studies have focused on the pro-
posal, test, and evaluation of business strategies to apply
to this new kind of market to satisfy equilibrium [19,50].
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From a software standpoint, these works are usually based
on software agents with different goals interacting with each
other, since many of the models are based on the concept
of an agent trading on the market [24]. Sometimes, interop-
erability requirements in unbundled markets are addresses,
but then the implementation follows agent-speciﬁc commu-
nication languages (e.g., knowledge query and manipulation
language)[29].Tothebestofourknowledge,theactualstudy
of where the agents reside, how they interact, how these
architectures would scale are not addressed in any signifi-
cant detail.
In [48], an energy market operation system is proposed.
The architecture described, although based on web services,
doesnotcompletelyclarifywhataretheservicesavailablefor
the market participants to interact with. Other solutions have
been realized [3] to simulate different types of commodity
markets (e.g., cotton, corn, and electricity), where general
services and interoperability requirements for a SOA repre-
sentation are described.
There are other less technological, but more business-ori-
ented approaches that consider the interaction between the
playersactingintheenergymarket.Forexample,thee3value
methodology[22]hasbeenappliedtotheenergysectorasone
of its case studies, in particular the liberalized energy busi-
ness is considered as a networked economy [23]. Although
the model provides information on how and where value is
added in different energy scenarios, the approach does not
deal with the aspects of software architectures.
6.3 SOA and Smart Grid
The Smart Grid is also referred to as the “Energy Internet.”
In various works, SOAs are indicated as central to the Smart
Grid, especially at the household level, to enable easy inter-
action between heterogeneous devices. Warmer et al. [53]
stress how a service-based architecture can be beneﬁcial in
a Smart House in the new paradigm of Smart Grid. They
see the Internet and web services as the key to enable the
interaction between the house with its smart devices and the
supply companies and electricity distribution systems oper-
ators to exchange supply bids and demand–response-related
functionalities.TheauthorscallforanontologyfortheSmart
Griddomain,sothatthedifferentactorscanseamlesslyinter-
act with a common language. The issue related to ontology
is addressed by Considine [9] who remarks the necessity
of an ontology for the Smart Grid , actually referred to as
“Service-Oriented Grid.”
Collaboration between future Smart Grid objects, appli-
ances, and devices in order to achieve better energy manage-
ment and efﬁciency is the idea in [26]. The author envisions
this collaboration between different entities such as energy
resources, energy marketplaces, enterprises, and energy pro-
viders through web services, since they enable ﬂexible inte-
gration without the problems due to implementation details.
EachdeviceoftheSmartGridwillbe“SOA-ready”exposing
in a standard way the services it can provide, and at the same
time,itwillbeabletodynamicallydiscoverservicesofother
devices through web service dynamic discovery speciﬁca-
tions. One of this devices is the Smart Meter , which acts as
service provider for an enhanced business process in which
the meter can not only provide real-time information, but
also take decisions related to energy usage and consumption
interacting with other services on the Internet [27].
Cox et al. [11] stress how collaboration is the essence of
Smart Grid , and only through an interaction between the
many actors involved, an effective implementation of the
Smart Grid may be realized. Among the requirements, the
authorsidentifyasfundamental(thatalsoappearintheNIST
andGridWiseArchitectureCouncilstack)someaspectssuch
as transparency, composition, extensibility, and loose cou-
pling are presented, which are also basics for SOAs. The
authors also identify the standards for information exchange
to be used in the Smart Grid for some aspects such as sched-
uling and time functions, weather information, device dis-
covery, and market interactions. All these elements ﬁt in a
SOA framework.
SOA is seen as the glue for the new Smart Grid that can
enable both intra-enterprise interactions and can be even and
more present in the inter-enterprise interactions that char-
acterize even more the Smart Grid domain. This is the idea
andtheapproachpresentedin[47]wheretheinter-enterprise
information exchange interactions modeled inthe Enterprise
Architecture framework are linked with the inter-enterprise
data exchange (which are based on the IEC standards) by the
definition of an ontology that can map inter and intra-enter-
prise domains.
7 Conclusion
Theenergysectorisundergoing majorchanges, whichheav-
ily involve information technology. Given the main features
and peculiarities of this sector, the paradigm of service ori-
entation appears to be a perfect ﬁt. In this paper, we high-
lighted the contact points between SOA and the Smart Grid,
wehavelookedatrelevantstandards,webservicesinitiatives,
butalsoathowtheenergymarketsworkfromtheinformation
exchange point of view.
We claim, together with many others, that SOA is “the
approach” to be used for the next-generation grid. In partic-
ular, services are so ﬂexible and easy to provide and contact
that SOA can span among all the actors of the Smart Grid.
The generating companies and energy suppliers can man-
age their information interactions through services, services
are provided and requested by a Smart Meter and the same
occurs for smart appliances inside the home area network.
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Appendix: Technologies in G6 energy markets
To better understand the current state of the software infra-
structures for energy trading, we overview the available
systems in G6 countries. All the markets analyzed have an
operational structure very similar to each other, providing
the possibility to trade energy with different time granularity
(e.g., from hours to minutes) and with different time hori-
zon (e.g., from real-time markets to year away forward con-
tracts). In general, the energy market is similar to those for
other commodities, the main characterizing difference being
the constraints to always have a real-time balance between
offer and demand. More differences emerge when consid-
ering the IT infrastructure. The common aspect is the use
of the Internet and the possibility to interact in the market
with web-based applications. However, for more complex
and automatic interactions, each market has its own imple-
mentation. There is not any standardization between differ-
ent markets (even in geographically close markets such as
France, Italy, and Germany); therefore, companies that want
to participate in several markets at the same time must, in
order to make the interaction more automatic than employ-
eesﬁllingweb-basedforms,developtheirownsetofspeciﬁc
applications to interface the particular reality of the market
when available.
The main details of each of the G6 markets are summa-
rized in a comparison chart in Table 2. The dimensions taken
into account are:
– NumberofEntitledParticipants:themembersthatare
legallyentitledtooperateinthemarket.Thisinformation
can give a perception about the complexity and actual
scalability requirements of the market.
– WebInterface:thepresencebetweenthemechanismsof
interaction in the market of a Web-based platform (i.e., a
browser or a browser like application specifically devel-
oped) that can be used by the user to enter data about the
quantities of energy that are bidden.
– Manual Files Upload/Download: this feature enables
to upload/download ﬁles, in a speciﬁc-deﬁned format,
containing informations about bids. This procedure can
speed-up the work of the market participants that can
prepare those ﬁles in advance avoiding forms ﬁlling.
– WebService:thisfeaturereferstothepossibilityofinter-
actionwiththetradingplatformthroughinterfacesbased
on Web service technologies. These interfaces are pro-
vided by the market manager as another way of interac-
tion in addition to the browser based interface.
– SOA: this feature is present only if the market enables a
Service-OrientedArchitectureasaresultoftheprovided
interaction functionalities.
– Proprietary/Open Solution: this item refers to the type
of platform required for trading, either it is a proprietary
solution that does not enable much interaction, or it is
characterized by accessible open standards.
– Additional Features: other interesting aspects speciﬁc
for that market manager.
By a careful look at Table 2, we notice a number of inter-
esting facts. First, the number of participants differs consid-
erably:Japanhasonly48participants,whileintheUSA,PJM
Interconnect alone has more than twelve times that number
of participants. The information about the number of par-
ticipants gives an idea of the complexity of the information
system.
The web interaction is the real constant between all the
markets: every market enables the interaction through a web
browserorsomesortofproprietarywebapplication.Inorder
toeaseandspeed-uptheoperationsofthetrader,almostevery
marketoperatorprovidestheuploadfunctionalitiestosubmit
the bids, and download functionalities to retrieve the list of
transactions cleared on the market. The type of these ﬁles is
usually in some kind of representation, mainly comma sepa-
ratedvalues(CSV)orXML,thatisalsomanageableeasilyby
non-programmers. In some cases, the market operator pro-
videssolutions(e.g.,FTPserver)orsampleapplications(that
can be modiﬁed or integrated in market participant software
suite) to automate even this upload/download interaction.
Market operators tend to provide platforms that are open
to enable interaction with participant custom software. The
German and French markets are main exceptions since they
useproprietarysolutions.Thisisduetotheinﬂuencetheofﬁ-
cial trading platform of the German stock exchange (Xetra
platform)mighthaveonthoseparticipantsthatareinterested
inthepureﬁnancialtradingofenergycommodities:theycan
use the platform and the knowledge they already own.
The only two clear software solutions that are implement-
ing a SOA system come from GME and PJM Interconnect.
These two market operators provide extensive documenta-
tion about the interfaces that are exposed to participants
throughwebservicedescriptionlanguage(WSDL)andspec-
iﬁcations about the XML conventions used, by providing
Schemas in XML Schema Definition (XSD) ﬁles. The other
markets do not have at the moment solutions that follow this
paradigm.
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